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Modern Physical Metallurgy, Eighth EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Modern Physical Metallurgy describes, in a very readable form, the fundamental principles of physical metallurgy and the basic techniques for assessing microstructure. This book enables you to understand the properties and applications of metals and alloys at a deeper level than that provided in an introductory materials course.
...
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Automatic Quantum Computer Programming: A Genetic Programming ApproachSpringer, 2006
This is a book about the frontiers of computer science that have recently
been opened by work in quantum mechanics, but it is also a book
about the use of recently developed automatic programming technologies
to explore those frontiers. The automatic programming technologies
themselves issue from another interdisciplinary...
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Node.js the Right Way: Practical, Server-Side JavaScript That ScalesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Get to the forefront of server-side JavaScript programming by writing compact, robust, fast, networked Node applications that scale. Ready to take JavaScript beyond the browser, explore dynamic languages features and embrace evented programming? Explore the fun, growing repository of Node modules provided by npm. Work with multiple protocols,...
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Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It: 60 Ways To Get Real Results In Your OrganizationProductivity Press, 2004
If you seek to produce measurable results in your organization, this book is for you. It provides practical and useful methods that you can use immediately and points out habits you should avoid. Get It, Set It, Move It, Prove It is about getting real results and being able to prove them.

The distinct feature of this book is the...
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Handbook on Architectures of Information Systems (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2005
This book is the first volume of a running series under the title International Handbooks on Information Systems. The series is edited by Peter Bernus, Jacek Blazewicz, Günter Schmidt and Mike Shaw. One objective is to give state of the art surveys on selected topics of information systems theory and applications. To this end, a distinguished...
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Intermediate Accounting: Principles and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Now readers can get all the accuracy and authority of the best-selling intermediate accounting book in the new second edition of this brief, streamlined version! Fundamentals of Intermediate Accounting presents a balanced discussion of concepts and applications, explaining the rationale behind business transactions before addressing the...
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Germs, Genes, & Civilization: How Epidemics Shaped Who We Are TodayFT Press, 2010

	“Clear, thoughtful, and thought-provoking, Germs, Genes & Civilization makes the case that infectious diseases have played a major role in shaping society. Clark argues that religion, morals, and even democracy have all been influenced by the smallest and most dangerous organisms on our planet. While...
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The Handbook of Data MiningLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
With the rapid introduction of highly sophisticated computers, (tele)communication, service, and manufacturing systems, a major shift has occurred in the way people use technology and work with it. The objective of this book series on Human Factors and Ergonomics is to provide researchers and practitioners a platform where important issues related...
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Aircraft Systems: Mechanical, Electrical and Avionics Subsystems IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
The Aerospace and Defence industry has been at the forefront of systems engineering for many decades. The imperatives of commercial success and / or military need have compelled those in the Industry to seize the opportunities offered by taking a systems engineering approach to solve a variety of complex problems.

The insights offered by...
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3D Graphics for Game ProgrammingCRC Press, 2011


	Many of computer graphics classes in colleges are focused on real-time rendering

	and animation. However, it is not easy to nd an appropriate textbook,

	which presents the state of the art in interactive graphics, is balanced between

	theory and practicality, and is of a proper length to be covered in a semester.

	This book is...
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Diagnosis and Surgical Management of Renal TumorsSpringer, 2018

	Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common primary malignancy of the kidney, with an estimated 64,000 new cases diagnosed each year in the United States. Worldwide, this figure approaches 270,000 annual incident cases. At the time of initial presentation, 80% of patients with RCC will be diagnosed with a tumor localized the kidney. The...
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Applied Computational Materials Modeling: Theory, Simulation and ExperimentSpringer, 2007
The scope of the proposed book is to identify and emphasize the successful link between computational materials modeling as a simulation and design tool and its synergistic application to experimental research and alloy development. Compared to other areas in science where computational modeling has made substantial contributions to the development...
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